
 

 

2014 Speech-Language Pathology Coding 
Changes  
QuickTopic 

Effective January 1, 2014, 92506 for speech evaluations will no longer be a payable code for 
payers using Medicare guidelines for speech-language pathology (SLP) services. The code will 
be replaced by four new CPT codes. Offices billing for SLP services should contact BMS 
Practice Solutions at updates@bmsemail.com with the prices they wish to charge for the new 
codes to prevent delays in billing. 

This QuickTopic guides affected clients through the changes resulting from the adoption of new 
CPT codes. 

Code Change 

Effective January 1, 2014, 92506 will no longer be a payable code for payers using Medicare 
guidelines for speech-language pathology (SLP) services. Instead, use one of the following 
codes: 

 92521: Evaluation of speech fluency (e.g., stuttering, cluttering) 

 92522: Evaluation of speech sound production (e.g., articulation, phonological process, 
apraxia, dysarthria) 

 92523: Evaluation of speech sound production (e.g., articulation, phonological process, 
apraxia, dysarthria) with evaluation of language comprehension and expression (e.g., 
receptive and expressive language) 

 92524: Bahavioral and qualitative analysis of voice and resonance 

Manual Charge Entry Update 

This section applies to clients who perform manual charge entry for SLP patients. 

BMS will update the Charge Entry page with the new CPT codes on Monday, January 6, 
2014.  

You must enter all 2013 charges for SLP patients charging for 92506 into RevFlow by 
midnight on Sunday, January 5, 2014. You will not be able to enter any 92506 for payers 
using Medicare guidelines after this deadline. 

mailto:updates@bmsemail.com
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EMR Update 

This section applies to clients who use the RevFlow EMR to document SLP for payers using 
Medicare guidelines. 

BMS will update the Charge Capture tab with the new SLP CPT codes for payers using 
Medicare guidelines on Monday, January 6, 2014.  

You must finalize all 2013 SLP documentation for patients for which you will charge 
92506 by midnight on Sunday, January 5, 2014 so that charges using the previous code 
set may be processed.  

Follow the steps outlined below to finalize notes created between January 1 and January 5, 
2014 for patients covered by the California workers’ compensation benefit. 

Selecting Replacement CPT Codes from a List 

1. Click Complete on the Charge Capture tab. 

2. Click Sign on the Sign Note tab.  

A prompt appears informing you there are interventions that are not validated and directing you 
to the Interventions tab. 
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3. Click Validate on the upper right side of the Interventions tab.  

4. A pop-up appears indicating the need for a replacement procedure code. A drop down menu 
displays if there is more than one new CPT code from which to choose. .    

 

5. Select your replacement CPT code from the drop down menu and click OK. 
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Abbreviations Commonly used by BMS 
QuickTopic 

BMS uses many abbreviations in RevFlow. Many of these abbreviations are used by the 
Customer Service Representatives (CSR) when documenting a note on an account under the 
Account Notes tab. Other BMS departments also use these abbreviations. Descriptions of the 
most commonly used abbreviations are listed below. 
 

A/R—accounts receivable 

ADJ—adjust/adjustment 

Alt—alternate 

Appt or Appts—appointment, appointments 

AUTH—authorization/authorized 

BAL—balance 

BCBS—Blue Cross Blue Shield 

BEN—benefit/benefits 

CC—credit card 

CKD—checked 

CLD—called 

COINS—coinsurance 

COLL—collected/collections 

CPT—Current Procedural Terminology 

CUR—current 

DED—deductible/deducted 

DND—denied  

DNL—denial 

DOS—date of service 

DUP—duplicate 

DX—diagnosis code 

EOB—explanation of benefits 

EOR—explanation of remittance 

ERA—electronic remittance advice 

FIN—finance 

FWP or FU—follow up 

ICD 9—International Classification of Diseases 
Ninth Revision 

IDX—index 

INS or INSUR—insurance 

IS—itemized statement 

L/M or LM—left message 

LTR—letter 

MA—Medicaid 

MC—Medicare 

MGMT or Mgmt or MGMNT—management 

MIN—minimum 

MOD—modifier 

OTC—over the counter 

PD—paid 

PLS—please 

PMT or PMNT or PYMT—payment 

POS—place of service 

PQRS—Physician Quality Reporting System 

PRI—private 

PT—patient  

PTA—physical therapy assistant 

RCPT—receipt 

RCVD—received 

REF—reference or referred or referral 

RQST—request 

SEC—secondary 

SPK—speak 

STMT or STMNT—statement 

SUB—subscriber 

SYS—system 

TF—timely filing 

WC—workers' compensation 
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Billing Reduced Rate and Flat Rate Codes for 
Self-Pay Patients 
QuickTopic 

This QuickTopic explains how to bill reduced rate and flat rate codes for patient visits. Reduced 
rates are used when billing self-pay patients for individual treatments. Flat rates are used when 
the clinic has elected to charge a flat rate for the visit no matter what treatment is done. When 
creating or editing documentation for a patient, or manually entering charges for a self-pay 
patient, these codes must be selected.   

Locating the Cash Codes 

During the setup of your RevFlow database, a copy of your fee schedule was provided to BMS. 
If your fee schedule included reduced and/or flat-rate charges for patients who are paying cash 
for their therapy, BMS created Cash Codes in your fee schedule.  

Follow these steps to view your clinic reduced 
rate and cash codes: 

1. Select Reports on the menu bar. 

2. Select Constants Reports, and then 
Procedure Code list.  

The report that displays shows your entire fee 
schedule in RevFlow, which includes any Cash 
Codes that are available. If you need to add 
additional codes, send an email to 
Updates@bmsemail.com. 
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Displaying Cash Codes 

To display your clinic’s cash codes once the procedure code list displays, follow these steps: 

1. Click on Code in the Procedure Code header. This sorts the procedures by code number or 
letter.  

 
                            

2. Scroll down until you see the codes that begin with “C.”  

Cash codes 
are numeric 
codes that 
begin with the 
letter C. All 
code 
descriptions 
that contain the 
word CASH 
are your cash 
codes. When 
billing, these 
codes are 
selected based 
on the 
treatment done 
or on a per-visit 
charge. 
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Billing Cash Codes  

In Documentation 

When creating 
documentation for 
a patient who has a 
self-pay case, 
select either the 
cash treatment 
code or the 
appropriate flat rate 
visit code.  

If your clinic has 
flat rate visit codes, 
they display in 
documentation with 
a similar 
description as the 
codes shown on 
the right. 

 

 

Manually Entry 

When manually 
entering charges 
for a patient with a 
self-pay case, be 
sure to select the 
self-pay case if 
there is more than 
one case available. 
Enter CASH in the 
CPT Code field 
and all the cash 
codes display. 
Select the 
appropriate code. 
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Billing Secondary Insurance Once the Medicare 
Therapy Cap is Reached 
QuickTopic 

Healthcare providers must demonstrate that a patient needs continued medically necessary 
services when they request an exception to the Medicare therapy cap. This QuickTopic 
describes the process for billing a secondary insurance plan for continued services once 
Medicare denies payment after the cap is reached. 

Billing Medicare 

If your patient has reached the Medicare cap and does not qualify or no longer qualifies for the 
therapy cap exceptions (AKA the KX modifier) and they request charges be billed to their 
secondary insurance, it is up to the therapist to get the Advanced Beneficiary Notice (ABN) 
signed by the patient before any additional treatment is started. The ABN cannot be signed and 
backdated to bill the secondary insurance for dates of service when Medicare denied charges. 

On the ABN enter the reason the patient does not qualify for the therapy cap. Once the ABN is 
signed, charges can be billed to Medicare.  Do not use the KX modifier on these charges. Add 
the GA modifier to the charges indicating to Medicare that there is a signed ABN. 

Billing the Secondary Insurance 

Once the denial of charges by Medicare is received, then the secondary insurance can be 
billed. BMS attaches the denial from Medicare to the charges sent to the secondary insurance. 
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BMS Required Tools Setup 
QuickTopic 

Before you participate in training for the BMS Resource Center and RevFlow, you must have 
these tools installed on your system: 

 Mozilla Firefox (to run the BMS Resource Center) 

 Internet Explorer (to run RevFlow) 

 Silverlight (to run RevFlow) 

 GoToMeeting (to participate in live training presentations) 

Mozilla Firefox 

Firefox is a web browser made by Mozilla. It is required to run the BMS Resource Center. To 
download and install this web browser, go to this website, click on Firefox Free Download and 
follow the installation instructions: 

 http://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/  

Note: The Resource Center also runs in the Google Chrome web browser, and it runs in Internet 
Explorer 8 and later as long as compatibility mode is turned off.  This is described in the Internet 
Explorer section below. 

Internet Explorer 

Internet Explorer is required to run RevFlow. You most likely already have it installed on your 
system since it comes with Windows. However, if you don’t have it for some reason, please 
follow these instructions 

To download and install Internet Explorer, you first need to determine which version of Windows 
you are running. To do this, open My Documents. Under Help, select About Windows. 

 If you are running Windows 7 or Windows Vista, download Internet Explorer 9: 
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/internet-explorer/downloads/ie-9/worldwide-languages  

 If you are running Windows XP, download Internet Explorer 8: 
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/internet-explorer/downloads/ie-8.  

You will need to select the version you need based on whether you are running a 32-bit or 64-bit 
version of Windows. There is a link on each download page to check this. Once you know which 

http://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/internet-explorer/downloads/ie-9/worldwide-languages
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/internet-explorer/downloads/ie-8
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version you are running, select it from the drop-down list for the English version, and click the 
Download button.  

Accessing the BMS Resource Center in Internet Explorer 

The BMS Resource Center is best viewed using Mozilla Firefox. It will, however, run in Internet 
Explorer as long as you have version 8 or later. You must turn Compatibility Mode off.  To do 
this, click on the Tools menu, and then check Compatibility Mode. Note that RevFlow2 doesn’t 
work with Compatibility Mode checked. Viewing pages and reports won’t work properly. You 
must uncheck Compatibility Mode if you are using RevFlow2. 

Silverlight 

Silverlight is a tool made by Microsoft. It is required to run RevFlow. To download and install this 
tool, go to this website click on Download Now, and follow the installation instructions: 

 http://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/  

Even if you have Silverlight installed on your system, you should still go to this website and click 
on Download Now. This verifies that you have the most recent version of Silverlight installed on 
your system. If you have an older version, the website will ensure that you get the most current 
version installed. 

GoToMeeting 

BMS uses GoToMeeting for certain training presentations. When this happens, you will be 
emailed a link to join the meeting. If the meeting doesn’t start, click on the download 
GoToMeeting link, as shown below. This will download GoToMeeting so you can join the 
meeting.  

 

To ensure you are able to join the meeting when it starts, and you don’t hold up the meeting for 
other attendees, be sure to go to the GoToMeeting link at least five minutes before the meeting 
start time. 
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California Workers’ Compensation Changes 2014 
QuickTopic 

As of January 1, 2014, California workers will be covered under a new set of worker’s 
compensation rules.  Physical therapists should make themselves familiar with this new set of 
Guidelines and treatment rendered should also be consistent with these Guidelines. They will 
be in use in RevFlow EMR as of January 6, 2014. This QuickTopic guides providers and staff 
through the changes seen due to these Guidelines. 

Manual Charge Entry Update 

For clients who do manual charge entry, the Charge Entry page will be updated to the new 
Workers’ Compensation Guidelines on Monday January 6, 2014.   

This means that all 2013 Workers’ Comp charges must be entered into RevFlow by 
midnight on Sunday January 5. 2014. You will not be able to enter any 2013 Workers’ 
Comp charges after midnight on Sunday January 5, 2014. This also means that all 2014 
Workers’ Comp charges must be held and not entered into RevFlow until Monday 
January 6, 2014 when the new Guidelines take effect. 

EMR Clients Update 

For our EMR clients, the Charge Capture page will be updated to the new Workers’ Comp 
Guidelines on Monday January 6, 2014.  

This means that therapists must finalize all 2013 Workers’ Comp documentation by 
midnight on Sunday January 5, 2014.  For all 2014 Workers’ Comp charges prior to 
January 6, 2014, DO NOT click on Complete on the Charge Capture page until Monday 
January 6, 2014 when the new Guidelines take effect. 

On January 6, 2014, when finalizing 2014 W/C documentation created prior to this date follow 
the steps outlined below. 
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2014 W/C Documentation created prior to January 6, 2014 

 

1. On 2014 Workers’ Comp documentation created prior to 1/6/14 click Complete, shown 
above, on Charge Capture. 

2. Click on the Sign Note tab to sign off on your note.  

A prompt appears, shown below, informing you there are interventions that are not validated 
and directing you to the Interventions tab. 
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3. Click the Validate button on the Interventions tab on the upper-right of the page and pop-
ups appear. The first pop-up requests you select a valid replacement code for the CPT code 
you previously selected and options display.    

 

4. Select your replacement code option and click OK. 
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A second pop-up informs you that codes you have selected are not valid for the payer on the 
case information and that the codes have been replaced by valid codes. 

 

5. Click OK                 

6. Click on Charge Capture to view the updated charge codes, shown above, and to complete 
the 2014 Workers’ Comp charges.  Continue on to sign and finalize the note. 
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Coding Update 

When coding for 2014 Workers’ Comp, use the standard 2014 CPT codes which will be 
available in RevFlow on January 6, 2014. 

To prevent improper payment when incorrect code combinations are reported RevFlow will 
continue to automatically add the 59 modifier to charges when appropriate.  Modifiers GP, GO, 
or GN will not be required.  Functional Limitation codes and PQRS codes are also not required.  
Multiple Procedure Payment Reductions (MPPR) will be in effect.   
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Changing your RevFlow Password 
QuickTopic 

This QuickTopic describes how to change your password in RevFlow. 

Password Basics 

You should keep your password in a secure location and you shouldn’t share it with others. 
Your password should be unique to you and should be resistant to security breaches by others. 
To ensure that your password is resistant to security breaches, BMS recommends that you 
have a “strong” password. A “strong” password has: 

 A minimum of eight characters. 

  At least one capital letter (i.e., M). 

 At least one numeral (i.e., 2). 

 At least one symbol (i.e., #, @, etc.). 

Password Strength in RevFlow 

RevFlow requires a password that is at least “moderate” in strength. RevFlow provides 
feedback to you about the strength of your password as you type it into the text box as 
illustrated in these pictures: 

            

Once you enter a new password, RevFlow stores it until the next time you decide to make a 
change. RevFlow will not prompt you to change your password in the future.  
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Changing Your Password in RevFlow 

There are two ways to access the password manager in RevFlow.  

Manage My Account 

1. On the RevFlow Home Page, double-click on the 
Manage My Account link in the My RevFlow panel on 
the home page.  
 
The account management tabs display. 

2. Click on the Change Password tab and then click Edit at the bottom of the page. 

 

3. Enter your new password in both text boxes and click Save at the bottom of the page. 
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Change My Password 

1. On the RevFlow Home Page, double click on the 
Change My Password link in the My RevFlow panel 
on the home page. 
 
The password management page displays. 

2. Enter your new password in both text boxes and click Save at the bottom of the page. 
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There are designated email addresses for you to contact when updates or corrections need to be made 
on patient accounts or to your RevFlow database. The following is a list of updates and questions and 
where they should be sent. If you are unsure of where to send a specific inquiry, contact your Customer 
Service Rep and they will route it appropriately. 

Updates - updates@webpt.com 
● Patient Account Corrections 
● Fee Schedule Changes 
● Integration Issues 
● Referring Physician Corrections 
● Insurance Changes 

○ Insurance Classes 
● Scrubbing Rules 

○ Applying Modifiers 
○ Number of Units Billed 

● Billing Guidelines 
● Merge Duplicate Accounts 
● Claim Delay Report Questions 

○ Invalid DX 
○ Missing Referring Provider NPI 
○ Charges for Newly Imported 
○ Plan of Care Date 
○ Evals Missing FLR 
○ Invalid DX Type for Payer 
○ Misc Hold by BMS 

 
The following Claim Delays can be released by the Member without contacting the Updates department: 

● Misc Hold by Clinic 
● No Authorization 
● Missing Demo 
● Incomplete Patient Information 
● Pending Addendum 
● Pending Provider Credentialing Certification 
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EDI - EDI.help@webpt.com 
● New Providers 
● Provider/Group Credentialing 
● New Place of Service 
● Address Changes 

○ Mailing 
○ Pay-To 
○ Location 

● Tax ID Change 
● Clinic Name Change 
● New Contract Information 
● EDI/ERA Enrollment Questions 
● Minute Rule Overrides 
● Claim Delay Report Questions 

○ Therapist Not Medicare Certified 
○ Therapist Not US Department of Labor Certified 
○ Therapist Not Medicaid Certified 
○ Therapist Not Railroad Medicare Certified 

RevFlow Support - RevFlowSupport@webpt.com - (844) 358-5817 
● Issues with the RevFlow application 
● Training Questions 
● Enhancement Requests 

WebPT Integration: Updates, EDI, & Support | August 2019 | Page 2 of 2 
This document is proprietary and confidential. No one may share this document without expressed written consent from WebPT. 
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Faxing Documentation 
QuickTopic 

You can fax documentation from within RevFlow. This QuickTopic describes how front office 
personnel fax documents from a patient record and how providers fax from within a note. The 
BMS Resource Center includes additional information about faxing, including QuickTopics on 
setting up a fax cover letter and managing the fax queue. To locate this information, search on 
faxing in the Resource Center. 

You can fax documentation from two locations: 

 Front office staff can fax documentation from a patient record. 

 Providers can fax directly from a finalized note.  

You can only fax finalized notes. You cannot fax when a note is in a pending status. 
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Front Office Staff: Faxing from the Patient Record 

1. Display a patient’s record.  

2. In the middle of the page, click the Medical Record tab, and then click the Output Reports 
tab beneath it. 

3. Click the plus icon to expand any cases that are listed. RevFlow shows the reports that are 
available.  

4. Click on the report to fax. You can only fax reports with a Status of Final. 

5. Click Fax Selected Report at the bottom of the page. 

You can only fax reports 
with a Status of Final 
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6. A dialog box displays that is 
populated with the information set up 
in the fax cover letter. Make any edits 
to this information, then click Send to 
Fax Queue. 
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Providers: Faxing from a Finalized Note 

1. Go into a patient’s record and locate a note (such as an initial visit note) that is finalized.  

2. Double-click on the note to open it.  

3. Click on the Output Reports tab, then click on the Listing tab. 

4. Click on the line with the report you want to fax. 

5. Click on Fax Selected button on the right side of the page. 

6. The Send Fax dialog box displays (shown on the previous page). It is populated with the 
information you set up in the fax cover letter. Make any edits to the information it contains, 
then click Send Fax to Queue. 
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Faxing to a Referral Source 
QuickTopic 

In addition to faxing outputs to a referring provider, faxes can be sent to an alternative referral 
source.  The purpose of the alternative referral source is to keep track of patients that have 
been referred to the practice by a high school, advertisement, or a patient’s friend.   

1. In the Send Fax dialog box, select a Referring 
Source. 
 
The Fax Number and To fields are re-populated 
by the information for the Referring Source. 

2. Click Send to Fax Queue. 
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Faxing: Managing the Fax Queue 
QuickTopic 

This QuickTopic describes how to manage the fax queue. The BMS Resource Center includes 
additional information about faxing, including QuickTopics on sending faxes and setting up a fax 
cover letter. To locate this information, search on faxing in the Resource Center. 

The Fax Queue: Editing Fax Information and Cancelling a Fax 

Once you send a fax to the fax queue, RevFlow sends the fax as soon as it’s at the beginning of 
the queue. If it is unable to send the fax, it makes a total of six attempts. It waits 6 minutes 
between attempts and continues until either a failure code from the recipient is received or the 
sixth attempt has been completed. You can view the fax queue to see the status of each fax, 
and if necessary, cancel a fax before it is sent. 

1. From the Communication menu, select Fax and then Fax Queue Admin. 

 

2. Use the search criteria on the left side of the page to display records in the fax queue. Or, 
click Search at the bottom of the page to display all records in the fax queue. 

3. The page displays all the faxes in the queue. You can look at the Status to locate any faxes 
that haven’t yet been sent. The Status isn’t updated until 10 minutes after a fax is sent to 
the fax queue. Be sure to wait at least 10 minutes before determining that a fax cannot be 
sent. 
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4. Double-click on a fax to view 
information about it. 

5. To cancel a fax that hasn’t been 
sent, or to edit any of the information 
in the fax, click Edit at the bottom of 
the page. For example, you may 
want to change the Fax Number (if it 
has a Status of Error, which means 
it cannot be sent). 
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6. To cancel the fax, click 
Cancel Transmission 
at the bottom of the 
page. Or, make any 
edits to the information, 
then click Save and 
Resend at the bottom 
of the page. 
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Information Icon 
QuickTopic 

When a patient name displays in the patient header, the information icon  provides quick ac-
cess to information about the patient’s insurance information, including eligibility expiration 
dates, total number of visits, the number of visits used, and the number of visits remaining for 
the patient’s: 
 

 Plan of care. 

 Doctor’s orders. 

 Authorization.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
 
The information icon displays in red if 
any expiration dates or number of visits 
is reached. Otherwise it displays in 
green.  
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Plan of Care Information 
 
For clients not using RevFlow’s EMR, the plan of care date is entered on the Charge Entry 
page.  Because there is no field available to enter the Plan of Care expiration date, visits are 
not counted.   

                    
 
For clients using RevFlow’s EMR, the plan of care start and expiration dates are entered on the 
Treatment Schedule tab which is found under the P: Treatment Plan tab. 
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If a patient goes over the number of visits 
entered for that Plan of Care on the 
Treatment Schedule, the icon turns red. 
When you mouse over the icon, a negative 
number displays next to the Visits Left.  

Clinicians receive a notification when a new 
note is created and the Plan of Care has 
already expired. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Doctor’s Orders 

Doctor’s Orders are located in the case information under the Primary Insurance tab. To 
enter Doctor’s Orders, click Add New Doctor’s Orders. 
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Enter the From Date, the Thru Date and the number of Prescribed Visits.  Visits are counted 
for the time frame specified by the From Date to the Thru Date.  Any visits for dates of service 
past the Thru Date are not counted toward the number of visits specified on the Doctor’s 
Orders.    
                                                                                 
When all prescribed visits are used the icon 
turns red, and when expanded reads No Visits 
Left.  If the Doctor’s Orders expire prior to the 
use of all visits, the icon turns red. 
 
If there is more than one set of Doctor’s Orders 
entered into RevFlow, the start and end dates of 
each order determine which visits are applied to 
each doctor’s order. 
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Authorizations 

Authorizations are entered under the Primary, Secondary, or Tertiary Insurance tabs. To 
enter authorizations, click Add New Pre-Authorization and enter Preauth Number, if you have 
one, the From Date and Thru Date. A preauth number is not required for the system to keep 
count of the authorized visits. 

 
                                                                                         

The information icon turns red when the 
authorization Thru Date is reached or the visits 
used.  In the example on the right, four visits were 
authorized but only one visit was used prior to the 
expiration date.  A new authorization is required for 
dates of service after 1/31/14 even though there are 
three visits left on the expired authorization. 
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Eligibility 

Eligibility information is entered in the case information under the Primary, Secondary or 
Tertiary Insurance tabs.  To enter eligibility, click Add New Eligibility.  Enter the Effective 
Date and Termination Date information received from your insurance verification call.  If there 
is no Termination Date, leave the field blank. Enter all other pertinent information as well.   
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The image on the right displays the 
information icon green.  The Plan of Care, 
Doctor’s Orders, Authorization and 
Eligibility are all current. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the example to the right, the information 
icon displays red due to the expiration of 
both the Plan of Care and Authorizations. 
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Interactive Report Icons 
QuickTopic 

The lower-right corner of the RevFlow 
window includes a number of icons called 
interactive report icons. You can click on 
these icons at any time to get a pop-up list of 
items that need to be taken care of in RevFlow.  

Each list is essentially a work list. As you take 
care of items, click Dismiss to remove them 
from the list.  

The interactive report icons displayed vary, 
depending on your user role. To see what 
information each interactive report icon 
provides, roll over it with your mouse. 

Available interactive report icons are listed in 
the table below. You may see some or all of 
these icons. 

 

 

Icon Name What it does 

  

24 Hour Reminders 

Lists all patients who have an appointment in the next 24 hours if 
they have requested a 24-hour reminder call. This is set up when 
creating an appointment. 

  

Appointments with 
POC expiration 
date before 
appointment date 

Displays all upcoming appointments that have a Plan of Care (POC) 
date that expires before the appointment. 

  

Appointments In 
Past Week Still 
Scheduled 

Displays all appointments within the last week that still have a 
status of “scheduled.” This means the appointment was never set 
to “arrived” when the patient arrived for his or her appointment, 
or no other changes were made to the appointment to indicate 
that the patient had cancelled or rescheduled the appointment. 

  

Appts. With 
Incomplete Cases 

Scheduled appointments that are missing information that is 
required for billing. Fields that are required for billing have an 
exclamation point (!) next to them.  
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Icon Name What it does 

  

Expiring Eligibilities 

For any scheduled appointments, identifies eligibilities that are 
expiring from the date the report is created to two weeks in the 
future. This does not identify eligibilities that are already expired. 

  

My Pending Notes For providers, identifies any notes in a “pending” status. 

  

Notes Needing 
Case Completion 

Displays completed notes that cannot be finalized because they 
are missing information that is required for billing. Fields that are 
required for billing have an exclamation point (!) next to them. 

  

Notes Pending on 
Completed Cases 

Displays notes that area in pending status but have all the fields 
complete that are required for billing. These notes need to be 
finalized. 

  

Notes Waiting For 
Signoff 

Displays completed notes that still need a signature. Each provider 
sees only his or her own notes. 

  

Other Provider 
Notes Req. My 
Signoff 

Identifies notes that require a co-signature for finalization. Non-
billing providers need to assign their notes to a billing provider for 
sign-off.  

  

Scheduled Appt. 
Conflicts 

Identifies scheduled appointments that conflict with a meeting 
block or provider unavailability block on the schedule. 

  

Underbilled Notes 
for Company 

Identifies underbilled notes for the entire company. This provides 
an administrative look into all underbilled reports for the 
company. 

  

Underbilled Notes 
for current user 

Identifies underbilled notes for the provider who is currently 
logged in. 

  

Underbilled notes 
for POS 

Identifies underbilled notes for a place of service. The place of 
service is the one to which the currently logged in person is 
assigned. This is assigned in user settings. 

  

Manage My 
Favorites 

Click to add or remove favorites from My Revflow. 

 

Arrived Appts. w/o 
Notes 

For providers, click this to view appointments with the status 
arrived that do not have notes created. 

  
Manage My 
Account 

Click to manage your general account settings. 

  
Change My 
Password 

Click to change your password.  
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Icon Name What it does 

  
Policy Charge 
Queue 

If you have permission to access the policy charge queue, click this 
to access the queue and determine whether to apply charges to 
appointments that were cancelled or were a “no show.” 

  
Provider Library 

For providers, click this to add phrases to your library that you can 
later access in the documentation module. 
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Fonts and the KV Search 

This is a stout QuickTopic. 

Quagmire 

quagmire 

Lackadaisical 

lackadaisical 

Bodacious 

bodacious 

Garish 

garish 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Left Navigation Bar 
QuickTopic 

Useful Features Found in the Left Navigation Bar 

The left navigation bar in RevFlow includes several useful features. They are 
described in this QuickTopic.  

Patient Search. Enter characters from a patient’s name to 
locate a patient. You can also click on the magnifying glass to 
search using different criteria.  

Hide Navigation. Click this to hide the entire left navigation 
bar. The makes it possible to have a larger view of RevFlow’s 
work area.  

My RevFlow. You can set this up to show up to five 
“favorites.” A favorite is a link to an area you commonly 
access in RevFlow, making it easy to go there quickly.  

To add a link to the My RevFlow list, go to the page in 
RevFlow that you want to set up as a 
favorite. Then click the star icon in the 
bottom of the RevFlow window. A text box 
displays; it contains the name of the page. You 
can modify or change the page name if you like. 
Click the Add button in this box. The page name 
then displays as a link under My RevFlow.  

Current Page. This area changes depending on what page you are viewing in 
RevFlow. It displays links pertinent to the current page. 

Recent Items. This area displays the last 10 pages you have visited. Just 
click on a link to go back to that page. RevFlow doesn’t include a Back button, 
so this is how you navigate back to a previous page. 
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Medicare Manual Review of Therapy Services in 
Excess of $3,700 
QuickTopic 

Manual medical review of therapy services in excess of $3,700 is being phased in starting 
October 1, 2012.  

You must verify the amount of therapy a patient has had with their Medicare Administrative 
Contractor (MAC) prior to treatment. If a patient is going to go over $3,700 in therapy for the 
year for PT/speech or $3,700 for OT, then you must get prior authorization. If you do not get 
prior authorization, you will not get paid until the claim (with all records) is reviewed by your 
MAC. 

General Information 
Each Medicare Administrative Contractor (MAC) will make specific information available about 
how to apply and where to send requests. You must check periodically on your MAC’s website 
for this information. Alternatively, you can subscribe to updates on your MAC’s website. You will 
receive specific notifications from your MAC about your starting phase and the process to follow 
for the review. Please watch for this information. As your billing agent, BMS is not notified by 
Medicare on your behalf of these regulatory updates. 

It is imperative that you review information from your MAC when it is sent to you or by looking 
on your MAC’s website. Any patient exceeding $3,700 in allowed Medicare charges will be 
closely scrutinized in the process. Providers who exceed the national average trends in 
surpassing the threshold will likely be subject to additional review or audit. Please be 
judicious in exceeding the manual medical review threshold. 

All providers are divided into three implementation phases: 

• Phase 1: October 1 – December 31, 2012 

• Phase 2: November 1 – December 31, 2012 

• Phase 3: December 1 – December 31, 2012 

The information on the phase you are assigned to is located on the CMS website. If you were 
not assigned to Phase 1 or 2, then you or your therapists are in Phase 3. Please check with the 
CMS master list if you have any questions: https://data.cms.gov/widgets/ucun-614t.  

You can start the request process two weeks before your phase begins. CMS MACs must 
respond in 10 business days. If you do not place a request, and your patient is over the $3,700 
threshold, the MAC will do a pre-payment review that has a 45-day review time.  

Prior to the date when your Phase begins, all qualified billing in excess of the cap should be 
sent using the –kx modifier, whether your patient is over the $3,700 or not. Once you enter your 
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phase period, additional visits can be requested for 20 visits or less. Please see the Frequently 
Asked Questions section in this document for more information. 

Billing the Claim 
If you identify a patient who will exceed the cap and are applying for authorization, the claim 
should not bill until you hear from Medicare. 

• If you enter charges manually into RevFlow, you should hold the charges until you get 
the tracking number from Medicare. Once you receive the tracking number, you can en-
ter the charges into RevFlow and enter the tracking number in the Authorization field. 

• If your charges come through an integration (such as WebPT, Spectra Soft, Therapy 
Source, or Misys) or you use the RevFlow EMR, you need to put the claim on claim de-
lay for “pending Medicare tracing number.” You perform this action through the charge 
audit screen. Once you hear from Medicare, you must email updates@bmsemail.com to 
have the claims taken off claim delay. 

Frequently Asked Questions 
Why is CMS doing this? 

This process is required by Section 1833(g)(5)(C) of the Social Security Act, as added by 
Section 3005 of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012 (MCTRJA), which 
was signed into law on February 22, 2012. 

Why hasn’t CMS issued regulations on this process? 

Section 3005(d) of the MCTRJA requires implementation in a timely manner and authorizes 
implementation of this process via program instruction. 

(d) IMPLEMENTATION—The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall implement 
such claims processing edits and issue such guidance as may be necessary to 
implement the amendments made by this section in a timely manner. Notwithstanding 
any other provision of law, the Secretary may implement the amendments made by this 
section by program instruction. 

What is the manual medical review threshold? 

$3,700 for PT/speech combined; $3,700 for OT alone. 

What does the $3,700 threshold represent? 

The threshold represents the total allowed charges under Part B for services furnished by 
independent practitioners, and institutional services under Part B (hospital outpatient 
departments, skilled nursing facilities). 
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Does therapy provided in a critical access hospital (CAH) count? 

No. Services provided in a CAH are not counted and CAHs are not subject to the manual 
medical review provision. 

What are the Phases? 

• Phase I October 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012 

• Phase II November 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012 

• Phase III December 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012 

How do I know what Phase I am in? 

Each provider subjected to a phase will be notified via US Mail. There will also be a posting to 
www.cms.gov with the providers in Phase I and II. 

How did CMS come up with the phases? 

The phases were developed taking into account specific provider characteristics (e.g., claims 
volume and payment) and then adjusted to distribute workload evenly for the Medicare 
Administrative Contractors. 

What are the guidelines CMS contractors will use when conducting the review? 

The contractors will use the coverage and payment policy requirements contained within 
Section 220 of the Medicare Benefit Policy manual and any applicable local coverage decisions 
when making decisions as to whether a service shall be preapproved. 

How long will a contractor have to make a decision on a pre-approval request? 

10 business days. 

What happens if a contractors decision about request for an exception is not 
made within 10 business days? 

If a manual medical review decision is not made within 10 business days, the request for 
exception will be deemed to be approved.  

If a decision was made within 10 business days and the request for an exception 
was denied, and the the provider furnishes the service to the beneficiary and 
submits a claim, what happens? 

The claim is not payable under Medicare, the claim will be denied, and the beneficiary will be 
liable for the services. 
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Why is the beneficiary liable? 

Medicare only covers therapy services up to $1,880 cap in 2012. For services between $1,880 
and $3,700, if the conditions for an exception are not met, the beneficiary is financially 
responsible. For services above the $3,700 threshold, if a request for an exception to the $3,700 
threshold is not met, the beneficiary is financially responsible. 

Am I required to provide the beneficiary an Advanced Beneficiary Notice (ABN) 
for services above the therapy cap of $1,880? 

There is no legal requirement for issuance of an ABN. However, CMS strongly recommends a 
voluntary ABN where the provider believes that Medicare may not cover the services. 

How is the $3,700 calculated? 

The $3,700 is calculated using all outpatient therapy services provided (except those provided 
in Critical Access Hospitals) within the category of physical therapy/speech language therapy 
and then a separate category for occupational therapy services. 

If I am in Phase III, what happens to my claims during the timeframe of October 1, 
2012 to November 30, 2012? 

Phase III is scheduled to begin for services expected to be furnished on or after December 1, 
2012. Claims for services furnished before this time will be treated in the same manner as 
claims for services below the $3,700 threshold. 

If I am in Phase III would a Medicare contractor conduct review of my claims from 
October 1, 2012 to November 30, 2012? 

Medicare contractors have the authority to review any claim at any time. 

How to I know where to submit my request for exception? 

Please check the website of the Medicare contractor to whom you submit your claims for 
processing for detailed information on where to submit your request for exception for therapy 
services above the $3,700 threshold. 

Will claims that are pre-approved be guaranteed payment? 

Authorization does not guarantee payment. Retrospective review may still be performed. 
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Why would a Medicare contractor review therapy that has been preapproved? 

There are many reasons retrospective review would be needed after a preapproval:  

• Clinically inappropriate modalities. 

• Patient’s clinical therapy needs do not match what was reported. For example: 

o Patient’s functional level is greater than reported. 

o Patient reached functional independence more quickly than predicted. 

• Excessive or inappropriate therapy was furnished. For example: 

o Therapy more often or of longer duration than is medically reasonable and 
necessary. 

o Therapy provided to clinical treatment area not reasonable and necessary, e.g. 
therapy to shoulder when knee is the issue 

What happens if I request pre-approval and gain approval for 20 treatment days 
and I actually furnish 30 treatments? 

The claim will be subject to prepayment medical review. 

What is CMS doing to educate beneficiaries about the therapy cap and the 
threshold? 

CMS will be conducting a mailing in September to beneficiaries who have received therapy 
services at or near the cap. The mailing will inform them of the cap and of the fact that if 
services above the cap are denied, that they will be financially liable. 
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Resources 
• IOM Publication 100-2,Chapter 15, Sections 220 and 230 

www.cms.gov/manuals/Downloads/bp102c15.pdf  

• IOM Publication 100-4, Chapter 5, Section 10.2 

www.cms.gov/manuals/Downloads/clm104c05.pdf  

• Detailed job aid, fax cover sheets and addresses 

www.PalmettoGBA.com/J11B  

www.PalmettoGBA.com/J1B  

• Therapy Phase Provider Information 

https://data.cms.gov/dataset/Therapy-Provider-Phase-Information/ucun-6i4t  

• Change Request 8036 

www.cms.hhs.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Guidance/Transmittals/Downloads/R1117OTN.pdf  
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Memory Space in the Isolated Storage 
QuickTopic 

This document describes how to identify if your isolated storage is full on your PC along with 
how to increase the size of your isolated storage. Storage becomes full only while documenting 
on patient notes. This is a natural process over time and you should anticipate performing this 
maneuver periodically. 

Isolated Storage – Amount of memory allocated on a user’s computer. 

Two Ways to Increase Memory Space in Isolated Storage 

In Documentation 

When entering data on a patient’s note and the isolated storage becomes full you will receive a 
pop up “Do you want to increase available storage?” 

  

Click Yes to increase memory space 
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On the Home Page 

1. In the My RevFlow panel double click on Manage My Account.  

 

2. Click on the Failed Saves tab. The free space remaining displays. 

 

3. Click on Increase to increase your memory space. After clicking Increase the same pop 
up that comes up in documentation displays on the page. Click Yes 

 

 

After reviewing this QuickTopic there are two things you’ve learned: 

1. How to identify if your isolated storage is full. 

2. How to increase your memory space in your isolated storage 
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Month-End Reports 
QuickTopic  

This QuickTopic provides information on viewing month end reports.  These reports give you an 
overview of your monthly financial income based on a variety of categories.  All are static 
reports and each is a snapshot in time. Data is captured as of the most recent month end or you 
can pick a previous month end.  All reports can be drilled down to a specific practice and or 
location.  Some of these reports only have data captured as of August 2012.    

 

Display the Reports menu 

Click on Reports on the menu bar then select 
Monthend Reports.                                                                              
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Adjustments Breakdown by POS 

This report gives you a list of adjustments by adjustment code and description, as of month end.  
It can be viewed by all practices or individual practices and all locations or a particular location.  
It can also be viewed in any combination of the two. This information is useful in fine tuning your 
charges.  You can also access the real-time report for adjustments to get drill downs for specific 
information by selecting Reports > Practice and Location > Adjustments by Location.                                                       

        

                                                                                 

 

Dashboard Aging by POS 

This report displays the aging by location.  The useful information on this report is the dollar 
amount that is in the Current, 30 days, 60 days, 90 days, 120 days and Total columns.  On this 
report you can drill down on the location in dark blue and it will give you the same information by 
patient by location. 
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Dashboard Associated Payments by DOS  

Choose this report for a breakdown of total dollars posted for a specific month.  The information 
on this report indicates the total dollar amount of the posted payments applied to dates of 
service 0 to 30, which are aged at greater than one month, greater than two months, etc.  This 
is useful in determining the timing for received collections/payments.  Again this can be further 
drilled down to a specific location. 
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Dashboard InsClass Aging by Current Insurance 

This report breaks down the totals in your Accounts Receivable by financial class.  The most 
important information here is on the far right under the Total column.  This information gives you 
a better understanding of your A/R and your aged A/R by insurance class.  You can also drill 
down on the financial class and it will display the specific insurance code with its aging. 
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Dashboard Paid Claims by Financial Class by Visit     

Again this report is broken down by financial class. This is a view of visits that have been 
completely resolved to a zero balance, whether through primary insurance payments only, 
primary and secondary insurance payments or patient payments.   It also gives you an average 
of the past twelve months for these categories.  The most useful information is the amount per 
visit. 
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Insurance Class Breakdown by POS 

The information on this 
report is based on 
insurance class as well but 
is broken down in a 
different manner.  On this 
report you see totals for 
new patients, visits, units 
charged, charges, 
payments and 
adjustments.  Charges are 
for the dates of service in 
the month chosen.  
Payments and adjustments 
are received in the month 
chosen but dates of 
service may be in a 
previous month. 

 

 

Monthly Stats by POS 

Here you see totals for the 
month chosen and the eleven 
months previous for new 
patients, visits, units charged, 
payments and adjustments. 
You can also see the monthly 
accounts receivable.  
Charges are for the dates of 
service in the month chosen.  
Payments and adjustments 
are received in the month 
chosen but dates of service 
may be in a previous month.  
Totals for each category can 
be seen at the bottom of the 
page.  This report is helpful to 
visually see an overview of 
the past year. 
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Payments Breakdown by POS                                                           

As the report title states, it shows you a 
breakdown of payments by payment 
code.  This report can be drilled down to 
see by location.  The information on the 
report is a list of payment codes 
associated with the payments posted 
during the month. You can review the 
real time report and drill down on the 
payment codes to get a list of the patients 
and amounts associated with those 
codes at  Reports>Practice and 

Location> Payments by Location. 

 

 

 

 

Place of Service Breakdown by POS 

In a single line, this report shows the total number of new patients, total number of visits, total 
units charged, total charges, total payments and adjustments for the month chosen.  It is a 
simple view of all pertinent information for the month chosen. 

Provider Breakdown by POS 

The information on this report is broken down by provider.  It shows the individual provider’s 
monthly totals for new patients, visits, charges, payments and adjustments.  Also seen is the 
average charge per visit for an individual provider. Totals for the categories can be seen at the 
bottom of the page.  This report is helpful in seeing an individual provider’s monthly production 
and associated financial information. 
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New Process for Output Report Finalization in 
the EMR 
QuickTopic 

This QuickTopic explains the changes made to the output report finalization process in the 
EMR. The note and the generation of the output report are saved in two different sequences 
making the visit note saving process much faster. 

After the Note is Finalized 

Once the note is finalized, it is saved in a matter of seconds, but the output report is still in 
Pending status to generate, as shown in the picture below. 

 

Finalization of the Output Report 

After the note finalization process, the output report generation process is automatically 
completed; this can take an average of 7-10 seconds but may take more depending on the 
content of the report. You must click on Refresh to verify the status has changed to 
Completed. The picture shown on the next page shows the output report completed and 
finalized. 
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The output report is ready to be printed or faxed. 
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Patient Header Information 
QuickTopic 

This QuickTopic describes the information available in the patient header. 

Patient Header, Unexpanded View 

The patient header is shown in the unexpanded view when it first displays. You can also expand 
the patient header to see more information. This is described below. Patient fields are non-case 
specific and refer to the patient information. 

 

Fields 

 Patient first and last name, and patient ID number. You can click on this at any time to 
display the patient’s information.  

 When the name and ID number are yellow, this indicates a patient comment is available.    
Hover the mouse on the name to display any comment entered for the patient.  

 Telephone number. Displays the preferred contact telephone number. 

 Status. The patient can be Active or Inactive. 

 If the patient information is not complete then “Incomplete Information” displays.  

 Patient DOB. The patient’s date of birth. 

Icons 

 The Precautions Icon is located to the left of the patient name. Hover the mouse 
over the icon to display allergies or precautions if they are defined on the last case.  

 The Information Icon is located to the right of the patient ID number. Hover the 
mouse over the icon to display the following information: 

 Case name and the effective date 

 Referring Physician 

 Referring Physician telephone and fax number 

 Plan of Care Expiration Date 

 Insurance address 

 Insurance telephone number 
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 Group and Policy numbers 

 The Appointment Icon is located to the right of the patient ID number. Click on it to 
display all the patient’s appointments and their statuses.  

 The Receipt Icon is located to the right of the patient ID number. Click on it to print a 
patient receipt. 

 The Collections banner appears under the patient 
name only when the Flag Collections box in the 
lower-left of the Account Summary is checked. 

 The Sticky Notes Icon is located on the far right of the Patient Header. It displays if 
sticky notes exist on the case. When you click on it, all sticky notes display.  

 The Expand arrow is located on the far right of the patient header. Click on it to 
expand the patient header view. 

 
Patient Header, Expanded View 

The expanded view of the patient header contains all the same field and icon information seen 
on the unexpanded view, as well as the items defined below. 

 

Fields 

 Provider. 

 Case. The case field appears with the effective date only if there is more than one case. If 
there is only one case, it is the selected case. If there are multiple cases, then a drop-down 
displays. You can use the drop-down to select a case. 

 Network Copay. This displays if In/Out of Network copay information is entered. 

 Authorization Expiration. This Displays if authorization expiration information is entered. 

 Insurance Class 

 Insurance 

 Insurance Eligible Thru 

 Total Visits, Visits Used, Visits left 
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Patient Header in Documentation 
 
The patient header view in documentation is a little different from the patient header in other 
views. 

 

Fields and Icons 

The documentation patient header contains some of the same field information and some of the 
same icon information seen on the expanded view.  You do not have the ability to expand this 
header. 

Summary 

You are now familiar with the patient header and what the fields and icons represent. 
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Payright Health Integration Report 
QuickTopic 

The Payright Health Integration Report details all payment transactions submitted to RevFlow 
from the Payright Payment Portal. You can run this report, compare it to the Transaction Summary 
Report in the Payright Payment Portal for verifying that all transactions have been posted into 
RevFlow. 

To view the Payright Health Integration report, select it from the reports menu: 

 

Enter the report options as desired: 

 

This is an example of the report showing all transactions on July 3, 2017: 
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This is an example of the Transaction Summary Report created for the same date from the 
Payright Payment Portal. 

 

To check if there were any errors in the posting process, filter on the status column in the 
RevFlow report and select the status of E (errors): 

 

This will display all the payments that failed loading into RevFlow along with the Error Message 
associated with the transaction.  To work the failed payment, double click on the Resend field 
on the line you wish to view.    
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The payment line will have the highlighted options of “Update” and “Cancel”.   Double click on 
Update for Payright to resubmit the transaction to RevFlow.  Double Click Cancel to return to 
the previous report. 
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Provider Ordering on the Scheduler 
QuickTopic 

This QuickTopic provides instructions on how each user can rearrange the Provider Order on 
the scheduler. There are two ways of accessing the Provider Order page, through the RevFlow 
Home Page or through the Schedule Management menu. 

Accessing the Provider Schedule Ordering through the Home 
Page 

1. On the home page, double click on Provider Schedule Ordering in My RevFlow. 

2. Click Edit at the bottom (middle) of the page. 
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3. Click once on your name. Then click on the Top button if you want your name to appear first 
on the scheduler. If you want to put the rest of the names in a different order, select each 
individually and click Up, Down or Bottom. 

 

4. You must make the changes at both the Company level AND the individual location level. 
Select your individual location from the Schedule View drop down menu. Repeat the steps 
you performed above, and then click Save. 
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Accessing the Location View Provider Order through the 
Schedule Management menu 

1. Click on Admin on the menu bar. 

2. Click on the Schedule Mgmt menu. 

3. Select Location View Provider Order. 

The Provider Order page displays. Repeat steps 2-4 you 
performed above. 
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Introduction 
This guide explains the technology requirements for RevFlow. It covers: 

● Hardware requirements. 
● Software requirements. 
● Compatible operating systems. 
● Compatible browsers and their settings.  

 
After completing the training in this guide, you will be familiar with the items listed above, and you will be 
ready to operate RevFlow at its full potential. 

Minimum Hardware Requirements 
RevFlow has the following minimum hardware requirements: 

● Computer processor speed of at least 2.5 GHz. 
● 1GB of RAM. 
● 600 MB of free hard disk space. 
● 1024x768 display resolution. 
● Speakers or headphones are required for training videos.  

 
*For those who manage their own A/R, these users will also need a minimum hardware requirement of at 
least two monitors for daily logging. Please also reference page 14 for additional guidelines regarding 
Compatibility View.  

Scanner  

RevFlow requires a multiple-sheet feed scanner at each location. It must meet these requirements: 
● The scanner must be able to produce JPG, PNG, TIFF, or PDF files. 
● Ability to scan double-sided sheets of paper. 
● The scanner must be able to produce the following resolution: 

○ 300 DPI (dots per inch) for JPG, PNG, GIF, and TIFF files. 
○ JPG files must be scanned at 1024 x 768 pixels. 

Minimum Software Requirements  
RevFlow has the following minimum software requirements: 

● The latest version of Microsoft Silverlight, available at www.microsoft.com/getsilverlight. 
● The latest version of Adobe Reader, available at www.adobe.com/downloads. 

Computers Using Scanners  

Computers using scanners have these software requirements (note that these items are only available 
for Microsoft Windows-based systems): 

● Microsoft .NET Framework 4 Client Profile. Go to http://www.microsoft.com and search for 
Microsoft .NET Framework 4 Client Profile. 
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● RevFlow’s “client app” works in conjunction with .NET and allows for secure upload of files to 
RevFlow. To download it, contact RevFlow Support at RevFlowSupport@webpt.com. 

Computer Fonts 

Your computer must have the font Calibri in order to display and print RevFlow’s output reports. If you 
don’t have this font, follow these steps: 

1. Go to: http://www.fontpalace.com/font-details/Calibri/ and follow the instructions to download the 
font. 

2. For Windows, move the file Calibri.ttf to the font folder located in the control panel to install the 
font, and then restart the computer. 
 
-or- 
 
For Macintosh computers, install the font using the font installation process appropriate for your 
version of the operating system. You can find information about this on Apple’s website at 
http://support.apple.com/kb/ht2435. 

Video Player 

To view RevFlow’s training videos, a video file viewer capable of viewing .MOV and .MP4 files is 
required. Internet Explorer and the Windows Media Player do not natively support these files, so you may 
need to download and install a video player: 

● To view downloaded .MP4/.MOV files, you can use one of the following video players: 
○ QuickTime, go to www.apple.com/quicktime/download. 
○ VLC Player, go to www.videolan.org/vlc/index.html. 

● To view videos in the RevFlow Resource Center, download the Adobe Flash player at 
www.adobe.com/support/flashplayer/downloads.html. 

Internet Connectivity 

RevFlow has the following Internet connectivity requirements: 
● Broadband high-speed Internet with: 

○ Upload speeds of at least 1 Mbps. 
○ Download speeds of at least 2 Mbps. 

● Wireless broadband in facility and gym areas, if clinicians will be documenting on laptops or 
tablets while seeing patients.  

 
To verify your connectivity speed, go to www.speakeasy.net/speedtest. 

Hotspots  
A hotspot is a physical location where people may obtain Internet access, typically using Wi-Fi 
technology, via a wireless local area network (WLAN) using a router connected to an internet service 
provider.  
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Private hotspots may be configured on a smartphone or tablet with a mobile network data plan to allow 
Internet access to any other devices via Bluetooth pairing or if both the hotspot device and the device/s 
accessing it are connected to the same Wi-Fi network.  

Compatible Private Hotspot Carriers 

RevFlow supports Verizon®, T-Mobile®, and AT&T®. 
 
*SmartTalk is not compatible. 

Compatible Operating Systems  
This chapter details the operating systems compatible with RevFlow.  

Windows  

Desktop 

RevFlow supports Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, and Windows 10. 
 
Microsoft will stop supporting Windows XP on April 8, 2014. Microsoft won’t fix any security flaws in 
Windows XP after this date. 
 
When Microsoft publishes security updates for operating systems greater than Windows XP, hackers will 
become aware of known issues in Windows XP, making machines running Windows XP even more 
vulnerable. Due to the need to protect private health information (PHI) by avoiding security breaches, 
RevFlow will stop supporting Windows XP after April 8, 2014. 
 
Windows 10 has two different browsing options when accessing the web. The default browser for 
Windows 10 is Microsoft’s Edge browser. This is the “e” icon that displays in the bottom taskbar. This 
browser was built for speed and does not include any third party plug-in compatibility. For this reason, 
Microsoft’s Edge is not compatible with RevFlow as it does not currently support the Silverlight plugin.  
 
The second browser that comes with Windows 10 is the Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 desktop app. The 
Internet Explorer desktop app allows third-party plug-ins and provides backward compatibility for 
websites. This browser works with RevFlow. 
 
To place the Internet Explorer 11 desktop app in the taskbar for RevFlow access: 

1. Go to the “Search the web and Windows” search box next to the Windows start menu icon (lower 
left corner). 

2. Type "Internet Explorer" and click on the Internet Explorer Desktop App that displays in the 
search results. This displays the Internet Explorer browser window. 

3. In the bottom taskbar, right-click the Internet Explorer Icon and select “Pin this program to 
taskbar.” 

 
The Internet Explorer desktop app displays on the Windows taskbar and can provide access to RevFlow.  
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Tablet/Mobile Device  

RevFlow supports Windows 8 & 8.1 Pro operating systems; Windows 8 RT is not supported.  

Apple  

Desktop  

RevFlow supports Macintosh OS 10.5.7 and greater.  

Tablet/Mobile Device  

RevFlow supports iOS 7 and greater for the RevFlow, iPad App.  

Linux  

RevFlow does not support Linux operating systems for desktop systems, tablets or mobile devices.  

Chromebooks  

RevFlow does not support the Chrome operating system. 

Browser Settings  
This chapter details browser settings for optimal system performance when using RevFlow.  

Browser Requirements  

The table below shows the browsers you can use to run RevFlow. 
 

Operating System  Internet Explorer 11  SeaMonkey v2.48 

Windows 10  ✔   

Windows 8 Desktop  ✔   

Windows 7  ✔   

Macintosh OS 10.5.7+    ✔ 

Browser Settings 

You must make the following settings in your browser: 
● Enable JavaScript. 
● Disable your pop-up blocker. 
● Make optimal browser cache (temporary file) settings. Temporary files can build up over time and 

can slow your system down to a crawl by taking up so much space. 
● For Internet Explorer, enable compatibility view to display RevFlow correctly for older browsers 

and add RevFlow’s URL to the trusted site list.  
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Steps for making these settings for each supported browser are provided in the next sections. 

Internet Explorer 

This section provides instructions on how to make the following settings in Internet Explorer: 
● Enable JavaScript. 
● Disable your pop-up blocker. 
● Add RevFlow’s URL to Internet Explorer’s trusted site list. 
● Optimize Internet Explorer’s temporary file settings. 
● Enable compatibility view to display RevFlow correctly for older versions. 

Display the Internet Options Dialog Box 

1. In Internet Explorer, select Tools and then select Internet Options. 

Enable JavaScript 

2. On the Internet Options dialog box, click on the Security tab. 
3. Click the Custom Level button near the bottom of the dialog box. 
4. Scroll down until you see the Scripting section. 
5. For Active Scripting, select Enable. 
6. When the warning window displays, click Yes. 
7. Select OK to close the dialog box. 

Add RevFlow to Pop-up Blocker 

8. On the Internet Options box, select the Privacy tab. 
9. In the Pop-up Blocker section, click Settings. 
10. Enter https://*.revflow.com and select Add. 
11. Click Close. 

Trusted Site Setting 

Internet Explorer’s protected mode is a security feature built into the browser as a defense against 
hackers. However, this feature can cause long loading times for RevFlow. To avoid this, follow these 
steps to add RevFlow to Internet Explorer’s list of trusted sites. Trusted sites have protected mode 
disabled by default. 

12. On the Internet Options dialog box, select the Security tab. 
13. Ensure the Enable Protected Mode box is checked. 
14. Select Trusted Sites. 
15. Click the Sites button. 
16. In the Add this website to the zone field, enter https://r4.revflow.com. 
17. Click Add. Also add https://*.revflow.com. 
18. Select the Close button. 

 
After completing these steps, RevFlow is recognized as a trusted website with protection mode disabled. 
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Temporary File Settings 

19. On the Internet Options dialog box, select the General tab. 
20. Under the Browsing History section, click Settings. 
21. Under Check for newer versions of stored pages, select Every time I visit the webpage. 
22. Change Disk space to use to 250. 
23. Click OK to save the changes. 
24. Close and reopen Internet Explorer for all new settings to take effect. 

Compatibility View 

Some websites might appear blank or might not display correctly in Windows Internet Explorer. One 
possible explanation: The site might have been designed for an earlier version of Internet Explorer. This 
section describes how to use the Compatibility View feature in Internet Explorer to view the websites 
that are designed for an earlier version of Internet Explorer. 

1. Select Tools in the menu bar and then click Compatibility View Settings. 
2. In the Add This Website field, enter https://r4.revflow.com. 
3. Click Add. 
4. Select the Close button. 

 
Internet Explorer is now configured for optimal RevFlow performance. 

macOS 

Recently, Apple updated its operating system to macOS Catalina. This new update no longer supports 
the use of Silverlight, which is the framework we use to support our RevFlow products. As a result, Safari 
is unfortunately no longer on our list of supported web browsers. Should you update your Mac device to 
macOS Catalina, you will be unable to log into RevFlow.  
 
WebPT has developed the following solutions to address this accessibility issue: 

● Rollback the operating system to macOS Mojave. Then, download and use Sea Monkey (v2.48). 
This free browser is compatible with both macOS Mojave and Silverlight. 

○ To install, click the Apple logo in the upper left of macOS, choose System Preferences, 
and then click Security and Privacy. From there, adjust your download settings to “App 
Store and identified developers” (the default is “App Store”) and accept a security prompt 
upon first use. 

● Download Parallels on your Mac device to install and use Windows Internet Explorer. This option 
costs $79-$99 per license per year. 

● Use a Windows device.  
 
We’re researching other alternatives that would allow your Safari and Chrome browsers to work on your 
Mac device. We also have a project underway to remove Silverlight from the RevFlow application 
altogether. Furthermore, we’ve added additional review processes and regression tests to increase our 
browser update evaluation and planning.  
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We recommend checking with your practice’s technical support team, if applicable, for advice on which 
solution you should select. Should you have any questions or need assistance with any of the solutions 
outlined above, simply contact our RevFlow Support department.  

SeaMonkey FAQ 
I can’t seem to get SeaMonkey to work, what do I need to do? 
 
The latest compatible version is SeaMonkey 2.48. If you upgrade past this (i.e. 2.49), you will be unable 
to install/use Silverlight.  
 
It’s a two-step process. After downloading the SeaMonkey app, click the Apple logo in the upper-left of 
macOS, choose System Preferences, and then click Security and Privacy. From there, adjust your 
download settings to “App Store and identified developers” (the default is “App Store”). 
 
If you try to open SeaMonkey and it gets blocked, go back to the Security and Privacy settings tab and 
select Open Anyway on the alert. 
 
I’m not allowed to view RevFlow popups in SeaMonkey, what do I do? 
 
Please follow instructions below for allowing popups: 

1. Go to Tools > Popup Manager > Manage Popups. 
2. Enter https://r4.revflow.com in the address box, select Open Popup Windows and click Add. 
3. Enter https://www.revflow.com in the address box, select Open Popup Windows and click Add. 
4. Uncheck the Use Default checkboxes and select Allow for RevFlow sites. 

 
I can’t open PDFs, or when I do, they’re blank. How do I fix it? 
 

1. Go to SeaMonkey > Preferences > Helper Applications. 
2. Ensure that Adobe Reader is installed by locating the Adobe PDF document Content Type entry. 

The Action should be listed as Use Adobe Acrobat Reader DC (default). 
3. For the Content Type Adobe Acrobat FDF document, select Use SeaMonkey as the Action. 
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Let’s review how to manipulate reports to pinpoint specific information. You have the ability to drill down, 
sort, and filter the information to get to the key metrics that are important to maintaining your practice 
and running the company. 

Drill-Down 

 
On many reports, there will be fields highlighted in blue or white. Double-clicking on one of these fields 
allows you to drill-down into the report for further information. For this example, let’s drill-down on AMCR 
Adjustment Code. 
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The results are more detailed and provide you with what patients had adjustments using that code. For 
this report, you have two more options: 

● Account #: This will open the patient’s account information page. 
● Detail: This will drill-down again 

 
Let’s go ahead and drill-down some more. 
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For this patient, we can now see what DOS and CPT code the adjustment was posted on. Notice that the 
Previous Reports section on the left allows you to backtrack to the previous results. 

Group and Sort 

You can also group information in a report by dragging the column header to the top of the report. 
 

 
  
Once grouped, click on a column header in the Grouped By area to sort by ascending or descending 
order. To remove the grouping, you can either drag the header back to their original position or click on 
the X located to the right of the header name when hovering over it. 

Filter 

A filter icon displays next to each column heading. You use the filter icon to filter what appears on the 
report based on the information in the column. 
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Print and Export 

Use the buttons located at the bottom-right of each report to print or export the results to a CSV file. 
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Reports: Note Status Report  
QuickTopic 

The Note Status report identifies the status of clinical notes. This report is very useful for 
multiple reasons. It provides you with data to locate workflow issues, identify where time is 
being lost, and to monitor that charges are generated in a timely manner. You can use this 
report to: 

 Review the status of notes. 

 Monitor the productivity of the front desk staff in completing case and patient information so 
that notes can be finalized.   

 Determine the number of days it takes for a provider to start and finalize a note. 

 Identify which provider(s) are behind in their daily work flow of finalizing notes.  

Accessing the Note Status Report 

Follow these steps to display the Note Status report. 

1. Click on Reports in the menu bar, then select 
Documentation. 

2. Select Note Status. 

The Report Selection page 
for the Note Status report 
displays. You use the 
settings on this page to 
specify what information is 
included in the report.  
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Filtering the Note Status Report 

Using the filters, you can create a report of all notes not finalized from the previous week. 

3. For Note Status select all notes not 
finalized (to view only notes not finalized). 

 

 

 

 

4. For By Date Type (Optional), select date of 
service or finalized date. 

5. Enter a date range in the From Date and 
Thru Date fields. 

6. Click Run Report.  

RevFlow creates the Note Status report and displays it, as shown below. You can view the rest 
of the report by using the scroll bar located at the bottom of the page. The information on this 
report, and ways you can use it, are described on the next page. 
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Using the Note Status Report 

There are many ways to use the Note Status report. The following pictures show several ways 
to improve workflow and maximize efficiency using the information on this report.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use these fields to 
identify where the 
note exists in 

RevFlow. 

Monitor the productivity of the front desk 
staff on completing the case information in a 
timely manner so providers can finalize their 

notes. 

  

Determine the number of days it takes for a 
provider to start and finalize a note using 
the Date of Service and Finalized Date. This 
helps improve cash flow by ensuring notes 
are finalized in a timely manner.  

 

The report provides data to 
indicate which provider(s) are 
behind in their daily work flow of 
finalizing notes (Date of Service 

and Note Status). 
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Report Functionality 

All RevFlow reports include built-in functionality you can use to sort, group, and filter 
information. Many reports include totals at the bottom, and the total update as you sort, group, 
and filter information. Fields shown in a lighter color are fields you can click on to drill into more 
information. You can print reports and export them to Microsoft Excel.  

For information about report functionality, go to the BMS 
Resource center and enter the search words report 
functionality. You will find a video demonstrating these 
capabilities as well as a QuickTopic. 

 

Review the status of notes. Increase cash flow by having providers 
review and finalize notes that are not finalized and outstanding. 
Notes not finalized indicate no charges have billed out for that date 
of service. This also helps reduce the number of notes that have 
been created prior to a patient’s arrival (for patients who did not 
receive services).   

 

Monitor front desk productivity 
on completing patient 
information to allow finalization 

of clinical notes. 

 

Review the correct 
note type has been 

selected. 
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For More Information 

If you need more information about getting around in RevFlow, go to the Library in the BMS 
Resource Center. Under BMS, expand the folder RevFlow Resources for All Users and then 
click on the QuickTopics. 

You can also use the Resource Center’s Search functionality to search for information.    
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Reports: Provider Home Page Report 
QuickTopic 

The Provider Home Page Report shows appointments (not meetings) that providers see on 
their view of the Provider Home Page. This report is useful for front desk personnel, PTAs, 
aides, and technicians as it provides visibility into what providers see.  

Accessing the Provider Home 
Page Report 

1. Click on Reports in the menu bar, then select 
Scheduler Reports as shown in the picture at 
right. 

2. Select Provider Home Page Report. Once you 
select a report, the Report Selection page 
displays. It is shown on the next page. 

3. You can narrow down the scope of the report 
by selecting a Practice, Place of Service, or 
Provider. You can leave these fields at their 
default setting, or you can select an option from 
the respective drop-down list. 

4. You must select a From Date and a Thru Date. 
These dates pertain to the appointment dates 
that are included in the report.  

5. Click Run Report. RevFlow creates the report. 
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The Provider Home Page Report shows appointments for one provider (if you selected one 
when you specified the report scope). If you selected All Providers, the report displays 
appointments for all providers. You can sort the report by Provider to view each provider’s 
appointments together.  

 

 

You can click Export to CSV or Print at the bottom right of the page to export to CSV format 
(for use with an Excel spreadsheet) or print the report.  

Report Functionality 

All RevFlow reports include built-in functionality you can use to sort, group, and filter 
information. Many reports include totals at the bottom, and the totals update as you sort, group, 
and filter information. Fields shown in a lighter color are fields you can click on to drill into more 
information. You can print reports and export them to Microsoft Excel. For information about 
report functionality, go to the BMS Resource Center 
and enter the search words report functionality. 
You’ll find a video demonstrating these capabilities, 
as well as a QuickTopic.  
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Resource Center: Video Tips 
QuickTopic 

The Resource Center has numerous training videos that cover a variety of topics. All of our 
training videos have accompanying written material and we encourage you to review both and 
take your own notes as needed as you progress through our online courses. 

Each training video in the Resource Center contains a hidden playbar that displays when you 
move your mouse into the video window. You use the playbar to pause, resume, and replay 
parts of the video as needed. This QuickTopic explains how to use that functionality in our 
videos so you can progress through our online courses and videos at your own pace. 

Displaying the Hidden Playbar 
While a video is playing in the Resource Center, move your mouse over the video to display the 
hidden playbar.  
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Pausing a Video 
If you need to pause a video, click the pause button on the far left of the playbar. 

 

Resuming a video 
When you are ready to resume a video, click the play button in the center of the window. 

 

Rewinding a Video 
If you wish to replay a section of a video, click the progress bar in the hidden playbar and drag it 
to the left. 
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Viewing a Video Full Screen 
To enlarge a video so it fills your screen, click the button on the far right of the playbar. To go 
back to the video’s original size, press the ESC key on your keyboard. 
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Restoring Data after a System Error Alert 
QuickTopic 

This document provides instructions on how to restore data that has failed to reach the server 
due to a loss in connectivity.  In the event of a save failure, data is stored on the PC.  If a save 
failure is detected, RevFlow warns the user with a system error alert. By following the steps in 
this document, the user can restore the data from the PC to the server. 

System Error Alert 

In the event of a connectivity loss, RevFlow alerts the user that a system error is detected.  A 
system error occurs if there is a loss of internet connectivity or there are issues at the data 
center.  Upon receiving this alert, do not enter additional information into RevFlow and wait until 
internet connectivity is restored or BMS notifies you that the issue is resolved. 

 

Restoring Data 

Data automatically saves on the user’s PC when RevFlow identifies a problem with connectivity. 
Once receiving confirmation that the connectivity issue is resolved, the data needs to be 
restored to the server.  Note: It is very important that the next steps are performed on the 
specific computer that received the alert.   
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Double click Manage My Account from the My RevFlow panel on the home page. 

 

Click on the Failed Saves tab to access the data that isare stored.  If there are multiple entries, 
it is very important to send the data with the earliest created date first.  In the example provided, 
“Documentation 1/18/2013 1:27:11 PM” is selected first. After selecting the data to be restored,  
click on the Resend button. 

 

A warning will pop up.  This gives the user a chance to confirm that the earliest created data 
entry is selected before clicking on “OK”. 

 

Manage 
My 

Account 

Select and send the 
data with the earliest 

created date first! 
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A confirmation message will follow that the data wasere successfully restored.  Click “OK” and 
proceed to restore the remaining saved entries.  Remember, it is very important to restore the 
next earliest created entry.  

 

After reviewing this document the user will be able to successfully restore their data after a 
system error occurs. 
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Introduction 

This training guide provides an overview of the main areas of the RevFlow window. This 
includes: 

 The RevFlow frame, which includes the Menu bar, the Left Navigation bar, and the 
interactive report icon bar. 

 The work area, which displays the Home page and the other RevFlow pages such as the 
schedule and the patient record. 

 The RevFlow Home page. 

After completing this training guide, you will be ready to learn about any of the features of 
RevFlow.  
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1 The RevFlow Window 

Once you log in to RevFlow, a window displays. This chapter briefly explains the main areas of 
the RevFlow window: 

 The frame displays RevFlow elements that are always present no matter what is displayed 
in the main work area. This area is sometimes called the “persistent area.” 

The work area of the RevFlow window is where the RevFlow pages display, such as the 
schedule, patient records, and so on. It is the large area in the center of the window. 

The RevFlow Frame 

The RevFlow frame includes the Menu Bar, the Left Navigation bar, and the Interactive Report 
Icon bar. These elements are always available, no matter where you are in RevFlow.  

 
  

Left 

Navigation Bar 

Menu Bar 

Interactive Report icon 

bar 
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The RevFlow Work Area 

The work area of RevFlow is where you see the schedule, patient records, clinical notes, and so 
on. The Home page displays when you first log in to RevFlow.  

 

 

 

Summary 

You are now familiar with the frame and the work area of RevFlow. 

The remaining chapters in this training guide describe the major parts of the frame and home 
page in greater detail.  

 

RevFlow work area, with 
the Home page displayed 
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2 The RevFlow Frame 

No matter what page is displayed in RevFlow, the RevFlow frame is always present. The frame 
consists of three areas, which are described in this chapter: 

 The menu bar. 

 The left navigation bar.  

 The interactive report icon bar. 

 

Left 

Navigation Bar 

Menu Bar 

Interactive Report icon 

bar 
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The Menu Bar 

The menu bar at the top of the RevFlow page includes a number of commands you can click on 
to display menu items. 

 

The commands on the menu bar vary depending on your user role.  You may see more or fewer 
commands. A few common commands are described next. 

The Schedule command displays additional commands you use to display 
your company’s schedule. You can display the schedule by Location, 
Provider, Non-provider, or the entire Company. For information about using 
the schedule, see these training guides in the Resource Center: 

 RevFlow Schedule Overview Training Guide 

 RevFlow Scheduling at the Front Desk Training Guide 

 RevFlow Scheduling for Therapists Training Guide 

The Patient Information command is used to access commands to 
search for existing patients and to register new patients. You use 
Add Patients to set up contact and financial responsibility 
information, and insurance information. For information about 
registering patients, see this training guide in the Resource Center: 

 RevFlow Patient Registration Training Guide 

Providers use the Add Note command under the Documentation 
command to create new clinical notes within the electronic medical 
record. You can find Information about this command, and the other 
commands, in the Resource Center. 

 

RevFlow Logo 

 

 

No matter what page is display in RevFlow, you can click the RevFlow logo 
to display the Home page. 

 

.  
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Left Navigation Bar 

 

The left navigation bar is located on the left side of the RevFlow Window. It 
includes the My Favorites area, the Current Page area, and the Recent 
Items areas.  You can use the Hide Navigation command above My 
Favorites to hide the left navigation bar from the RevFlow window, thus 
giving you more work area in RevFlow. Each of these items is described 
next. 

Patient Search Box 

The Patient Search box is located underneath the 
product logo.  

To search for a patient, begin entering the 
first letters of the patient’s first or last name, 
or some or all of the patient’s record number, 
in the Patient Search box. As matches are 
found, they are displayed below the search 
box. When you see the patient’s full name, 
select it. The patient’s information displays in the main window area, where 
you can view it or click the Edit button at the bottom of the window to make 
changes to the patient’s record. Editing patient information is described in 
detail in the RevFlow Patient Registration Training Guide, which you can 
find in the Resource Center. 

You can also 
perform a more 
advanced search by 
clicking on the 
magnifying glass 
icon. This displays a 
dialog box where 
you can enter both the patient’s First Name and Last Name as search 
criteria. 
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Hide Navigation  

Click on Hide Navigation (above My Favorites) to hide the left navigation bar, this expands the 
RevFlow’s work area and gives you more viewing area for whatever page you are working on.  

A right-pointing arrow appears in place of Hide Navigation. Click this right-pointing arrow to 
bring the left navigation bar back. 

My Favorites 

     

Current Page 

 

The Current Page area in the left navigation bar shows links pertinent 
to the current page displayed in RevFlow’s work area. In the picture at 
right, the current page is the Home page, and the links under Current 
Page all apply to the Home page. This area changes when you display 
a different page in the work area. 

 

Recent Items 

The Recent Items area in the left navigation bar shows a history of the 10 most recent pages 
you visited over the course of your current session in RevFlow. To display one of those pages, 
simply click on it. 

For example, to display the Home page, simply click on Home in this list. 

 

 

 

Similar to the Favorites functionality of an internet browser, 
RevFlow allows you to select five favorite pages within RevFlow 
and display them in the My Favorites section of the left 
navigation bar. 
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The Interactive Report Icon Bar 

The interactive report icon bar displays icons 
for interactive reports. Each icon represents 
alerts about new activity or information that 
you need to attend to. You can click on these 
icons at any time to get a pop-up list of items that need to be taken care of in RevFlow.  

Each list is essentially a work list. As you take 
care of items, click Dismiss to remove them 
from the list.  

The interactive report icons displayed vary, 
depending on your user role. To see what 
information each interactive report icon 
provides, roll over it with your mouse. 

Available interactive report icons include: 

 Favorites 

 Appointments in past week still scheduled 

 Appointments with incomplete cases 

 Appointments with incomplete patients 

 Expiring eligibilities 

 Notes pending on completed case 

 Schedule appointment conflicts 

 Underbilled notes for company 

 Underbilled notes for current user 

Summary 

In this chapter, you learned about the Menu Bar, the left navigation bar, and the interactive 
report icon bar. In the next chapter, you will learn about the Home page. 
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3 The RevFlow Home Page 

When you first log in to RevFlow, the Home page is the active page in the work area. This 
chapter describes what you need to know about the RevFlow Home page: 

 Four panels on the Home page 

o My RevFlow panel 

o News panel 

o Information Links panel 

o Client Support panel 

 

Home Page  

The RevFlow Home page displays in the RevFlow work area when you log in. 
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RevFlow’s Home page has four panels that provide useful information to help you with your 
workflow. Some of the items are links you can click on. They are shown in blue text. The other 
items are informational items only. They are shown in black text. Each panel on the Home page 
is described next. 

My RevFlow 

The My RevFlow panel shows links to work queues, 
notices about work you need to complete, or other 
information that is important in order for you to get 
your work done.  

You can also manage your password and your 
favorites here. 

Clinicians can access their provider libraries here. 

 

 

 

 

 

News 

The News panel provides news about areas of 
interest to people using RevFlow. This includes 
news about health care, about BMS Practice 
Solutions, or about your practice or company.  
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Information Links 

 

The Information Links panel provides a link to 
the BMS Resource Center, where you can find 
training guides, training videos, and information 
about how to use RevFlow.  

 

 

Client Support 

The Client Support panel provides contact information you can use to contact BMS Practice 
Solutions if you have questions or require assistance using RevFlow. 
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4 Add Tab + Button 

On the far right of the page, directly below the Lock and Logout commands, there is a button 
called Add Tab +. You use this button to open a new tab in RevFlow. To open a new tab, just 
click on the Add Tab + button. You are able to have four tabs open at the same time and you 
can toggle between the tabs by clicking on them. To remove a tab, click on the x next to the 
tab’s name. 

 

 

 

Click on Add Tab + to open 
another tab within RevFlow. 

Click on tabs to toggle to different 

pages in RevFlow. 
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5 Lock and Logout Buttons 

RevFlow provides two ways of protecting client and patient information. They are 
both located in the frame, in the upper-right corner of the RevFlow window. 

 Click the Lock button when you need to step away from your screen 
temporarily. The RevFlow screen is blacked out so no one can see any data. To refresh the 
screen, you must enter your RevFlow password. After you enter your password, whatever 
you were working on becomes active. 

 Click the Logout button to log out of the system at the end of the day.  
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Summary 

You have now learned about the areas of the Home page that display in the work area. In 
previous chapters, you also learned about the frame and its components, including the Menu 
bar, the left navigation bar, and the interactive report icon bar. With this knowledge, you are 
ready to learn about any of the other RevFlow features. 
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